
 

  

Year 9, Unit 1: Inter-war years 
radicalisation 

Europe before (left) and after (right) 
WWI 



Year 9, Unit 2: Germany Interpretations 

 

 

  

Source A: Hitler youth members 
stand on parade at a Nazi Rally, 1937. 



Year 9, Unit 3: Development of medicine and public health 

 

  



Year 9, Unit 4: Anglo-Saxon and Norman England  



Year 9 key words for units 

Learn these key words and their spellings. You will be tested on your knowledge of them regularly. You will be 

expected to know the words for the unit you are studying and words from previous units you have already studied 

all the way through high school as key ideas and concepts will continue to be important over time. 

 

Interpretations of Weimar and Nazi Germany 

Interpretation: Somebodies view or explanation of an event or person from the past  

treaty of Versailles: The peace agreement drawn up in 1919 after World War 1 

Weimar Republic: The government of Germany from 1919 to 1933 

Government: A group of people with the power to govern a country or state  

Chancellor: Head of the government in some European countries like Germany  

Republic: a state in which supreme power is held by the people and their elected representatives, and which has an 

elected or nominated president rather than a monarch. 

Dictator: A ruler who had absolute authority in the ruling of their country  

Standard of living: the degree of wealth and material comfort available to a person or community 

 

Development of public health and sources 

Bubonic- One of the two types of plague in the Black Death 

Pneumonic- one of the two types of plague in the Black Death, it affected the lungs 

Flagellants- People who whipped themselves in order to ask God for forgiveness for their sins 

Leeches- blood-sucking creatures (they look like slugs) used in medieval medicine 

Looting- stealing 

Four humours: Developed in ancient Greece by Hippocrates – belief that the body was made up of four key liquids - 

consisted of Blood, black bile, yellow bile and phlegm. 

Public health: the health of the population as a whole, especially as monitored, regulated, and promoted by the 

state 

Source: Something (artefact, person, painting) which gives information about the past  

 

Battle of Hastings 

Anglo-Saxons- Invaders from Germany who ruled from about 500 to 1066 

Fyrd- King Harold’s ordinary/part-time soldiers 

Housecarl- King Harold’s best professional soldiers 

Norman- a man from Normandy, Northern France 

Shield wall- a long line of shields linked together in battle 

Vikings- invaders from Denmark, Sweden or Norway 

Witan- A group of the most important bishops and earls who advised the king 

Bailey- A large courtyard surrounded by a fence, part of a castle 

Keep- The strongest part of a castle 

Motte- a large mound of earth on which a keep of a castle is usually built 

Census- an official count of the population as a country 

Charter- a written agreement or set of promises 

Church Court- A court usually for priests, which gave lighter sentences 

Concentric Castle- A type of medieval castle with rounded towers and different height walls, it was easier to defend 

Feudal system- a system of dividing up the land; men received land in return for offering to fight for their lord or 

king 

Villein- a peasant 

 

   


